Online web
Application forms are customised for different windows, calls or funds. Supporting documents can be
application forms uploaded. Secure online registration. Online help and message facility. Supports multi-stage applications.
Allocate, score,
assess, appraise,
review

Each proposal is registered on the system and can then be allocated to a focus area/sector and to project
officers, reviewers, assessors. Reviewers can score applications against criteria, create, edit and summarise
project assessments.

Budgets

Budgets are carried forward from applications and can be edited. Matched funds can be shown. Budget
lines can be pre-defined. Expenditure can be reported against these budget lines. A project can have
budgets/grants from one or more programmes or funds for one or more years.

Programme
Management

Projects are funded from programmes or funds. Totals are calculated and kept for each programme or
fund showing amounts committed, disbursed and remaining.

Project Approval

Projects can be grouped together for presentation to the approval body of the organisation. A schedule
of meetings can be set up and projects can be assigned to or excluded from particular meetings. Thus
an agenda can be produced for an approval meeting with an analysis of the projects being presented by
budget, focus area, region, etc.

Beneficiaries

The system holds and reports on project beneficiaries. Beneficiaries can be demographically classified.
Targets and achieved can be compared and totalled.

Contracts

A contract can be created for each approved project, based on a standard template and stored in the
system as a word processor document. Users can cut and paste between these documents and Microsoft
Word retaining all formatting. Versions of documents are kept. Contract creation and signature dates can
also be recorded.

Project
implementation
and reporting

Required and actual reports and appraisals can be recorded in the system for each contract. Lists of
recipient reports due, overdue and received can be printed. Projects can record progress and expenditure
and upload reports against their deliverables. The deliverables reporting can be linked to disbursements.

Project
disbursements

Planned and actual disbursements as well as interim project reports and appraisals can be recorded in the
system for each contract. The GMS prints reports indicating funds disbursed and funds committed for a
particular project, time period, region or focus area.

Integrated mail
and contacts

The addresses of projects can be supplemented by other contacts’ addresses. Mailing lists, labels and
word-processor merge files can be produced to create individual letters. The GMS can be used to email
customised messages to selected project contacts.

Correspondence

Correspondence to projects can be created using an integrated word processor. Cut and paste between
these documents and Microsoft Word retaining all formatting. This correspondence is logged and held on
the database.

Tasks

When a staff user logs in he/she is presented with a list of their due and overdue task relating to project
reports due and project deliverables. This is an important part of enabling staff to monitor upcoming and
overdue tasks. This is a configurable option. It can also be accessed at any time from the menu.

Search

The GMS-Web has a powerful search facility which allows users to search and filter for projects and grants
using numerous criteria. It provides different result set views (classification, financial and organisation).

Export data

Search result sets can be exported to excel from the search screen. There is a data export centre which
allows you to export database tables and views to Excel.

Management
reporting

The system comes with a range of reports necessary to meet both internal management and external
reporting requirements. Reports show detail, summary and graphical representation of the information
by individual project or grouped according to sector (focus area), project officer or time period, as well as
disbursements, fulfilment of reporting requirements, and committed expenditure projections.

KPIs (Key
Performance
Indicators)

GMS-Web reports on a number of key performance indicators such as project numbers, granted amounts
& disbursed amounts by geographic area and budgeted, requested, approved & disbursed amounts by
fund or programme. These are displayed as charts.

Document
management

Create a virtually “paperless” office. Any grant-related document, including scanned images, photographs,
spreadsheets, charts, and correspondence, are held or linked on the system.

Security

Categories of users can be given full access, “read-only” access or no access to different functions within
the system. This can be controlled by the system administrator.

